
Temporal analysis of epidemics (continued): 
          Disease progress over time

Calculations with disease 
progress curves (moving 
along a straight line…)

 y at some other time
○ y from y* (backtransformation)

 r* from y at two (or more) times
○ With multiple times, one can 

use regression analysis

 NOW: 
○ Time to reach a specified y 

(revisited)
○ Relative effects of r* and y0

on epidemic….
○ Control strategies
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A few notes:
 Remember: rL is almost same as rE when y is low 

○ (because exponential and logistic are almost the same 
when y is small [when 1-y is close to 1])

 The rate parameter can be made more intuitive by 
thinking of doubling time (time for y to double: y to 2y)
○ For exponential (and, hence, logistic at small y):
 tD = ln(2)/rE = 0.693/rE

   rE   tD

0.01/day 69.3 days
0.05/day 13.9 
0.1/day   6.9 
0.2/day   3.4
0.3/day   2.3
0.4/day   1.7

 When y > 0.05, or especially y > 0.1, cannot use above: 
doubling time depends on y (time gets longer with increasing 
y)

That is, suppose that disease 
progress is truly logistic, but 
you are only considering the 
early part of the epidemic. If 
you fit an exponential model 
to this portion of the data 
(small y), rE is very similar to 
the true rL. Equivalently, if 
you know rL, then you also 
know rE at small y.
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Black:  1 lesion at t=0 (y0=2.5*10-10),
high rate parameter (rL=.346/day [tD=2 days early]), 

Red: 20 lesions at t=0 (y0=5.0*10-9), 
high rate parameter (rL=.346/day [tD=2 days early])

Blue: 20 lesions at t=0 (y0=5.0*10-9), 
moderate rate parameter (rL=.25/day [tD=2.8 days early])

Late Blight 
(continued  
again from 
class #1)
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Recall -- assumed logistic process:

                     Rate parameter:
t          y        rL= 0.40/day         Time to y=0.95 (example)?

 0      0.01                                        t = ____ days
10     0.355

ln[.95/(1-.95)] = ln[.01/(1-.01)] + .40*t

      2.944        =    -4.595 + .4*t

         t            =   [2.944 - (-4.595)]/.4 = 18.85 days
         

t = t2 - t1  or t2 - 0   (t1=0)

What about changes in conditions?
A different y0 or a different rL ?
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 This concept of time-to-an-event or time-to-reach-a-
specified-y is very useful for conceptualizing disease 
control (for polycyclic diseases).

 One can reduce either secondary infections (as 
represented by r*) or primary infections (as 
represented by y0), or both…..

y0     rL     t
.01    .4    18.9
.01    .2    37.7
.005  .4    20.7
.005  .2    41.4

 Change in r* gives big change in t
 Change in y0 gives much smaller 

change in t
 Change in y0 gives bigger effect 

when r* is low
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Controls and polycyclic epidemics
 y0 (or y0*) represents (or is the outcome of) the primary 

infections in a polycyclic epidemic
 Any control that reduces y0 can be considered sanitation

○ Broader definition than often used in plant pathology.
○ Cultural practices (rotation), fumigation, some biocontrols 

(those that reduce the 'inoculum' available to initiate an 
epidemic), some fungicides, separation of crop from 
inoculum source, seed certification, etc., can lead to 
reductions in y0.

○ Certain types of resistance ("R gene", "major gene", 
"vertical resistance") operate by reducing y0 (possibly 
down to 0!!!)

 That is, only the fraction of the pathogen population 
able to overcome the R gene(s) causes infection. 
Unless the fraction is 1.0, y0 is reduced

 In principle, defeated R genes have no effect on the 
pathogen -- secondary infections per primary infection are not 
changed -- r* is thus not reduced!
□ In fact, defeated R genes may provide other 'benefits' 

(such as partial/quantitative resistance) in some systems

Vanderplank (1963) 
coined this term for 
this purpose
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Controls and polycyclic epidemics 
(continued)

 As mentioned previously, r* (e.g., rL, rG) represents the 
secondary infections throughout a polycyclic epidemic.

 Many controls affect secondary infections:
○ Protectant or systemic fungicides (and insecticides for 

insect-vector pathogens) when applied during epidemic
○ Curative fungicides that are applied during epidemic
○ Removing diseased plants (roguing) during epidemic
○ Modification of environment 
○ Biological controls (some)
○ Rate-reducing resistance

 Horizontal, field-, partial-resistance (quantitative)
 Infection still occurs, but there are fewer spores, or 

lower probability of infection, or longer time to start 
sporulating, etc.

 Controls can affect both primary and secondary infections!
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Study Fig 4.11 in detail, 
and related text material!

 Nominal rL and y0;
 Reduced rL and nominal y0;
 Nominal rL and reduced y0;
 Reduced rL and y0.

Easier (often) to 'see' and 
quantify effects with y* scale 
(even when one ultimately cares 
about y)
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Reminder:
 In general, one can look at all controls as either 

reducing y0 [y0*, such as logit(y0)], r* (such as 
rL), or both.

 Quantify control through time savings (tS) --
how much time is gained from the control

 Use calculations of "time-to-y".

 Consider a reduction of initial disease intensity from 
y0 down to y0S, a form of sanitation, without 
changing secondary infections over time.
○ Black line down to red line here.

 One can ask: how long does it take disease to 
increase from y0S up to y0?
○ (i.e., get back to original starting point?)

S subscript is just a 
label for an 
epidemic with some 
type of Sanitation
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 How long does it take disease to 
increase from y0S  up  to  y0?

t1: initial time (=0), with y0S (new 
beginning)

t2: a later time when specified y (y0) is 
reached (new "ending")

Label t2 as tS (time savings)
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y0         y0S         rL            tS

.010      .001       .1      23.1

.010      .001       .4       5.8

.010      .0001     .1      46.2

.010      .0001     .4      11.5

.020      .002       .1      23.2

.005      .0005     .1      23.1

tS = ln[.010/(1-.010)] - ln[.001/(1-.001)]

                           .4
     = 5.8
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y0         y0S         rL            tS

.010      .001       .1      23.1

.010      .001       .4       5.8

.010      .0001     .1      46.2

.010      .0001     .4      11.5

.020      .002       .1      23.2

.005      .0005     .1      23.1

 Reducing y0 is only useful when r* is not too 
high (for polycyclic epidemics)

 Note: in addition to the big effect of r* on the 
sanitation time, ts is determined heavily by 
the ratio y0/y0S at a given level of r*

 Sanitation ratio: SR= y0/y0S
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 Usually, sanitation involves low y (start of the epidemic)
 Thus, logistic model is well approximated by exponential
 Thus, all that matters for time savings is the ratio of disease 

intensity before and after sanitation--don't need actual values 
 It was pointed out previously that y0 is the result of primary 

infections (starting the polycyclic epidemic)
○ y0>0 for a polycyclic epidemic; due to initial inoculum (x' ) and probability 

of inoculum to cause infection (similar to situation with monocyclic 
diseases)

○ Ratio of x' before and after sanitation (x'0/x'0S) is thus 
directly proportional to y0/y0S (when y is low, and x'0  is 
not too high)

○ Changes in inoculum are proportional to changes in initial
disease intensity
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SR= y0/y0S

 At high rate, big reductions in initial disease intensity 
are not effective in control

 At small rate, reductions in initial disease intensity 
are effective

 Increasing SR means bigger time savings
 It takes, roughly, a logarithmic (i.e., big) change in 

initial disease to equal a linear (small) change in rE

Exponential model
A very important graph, to 
summarize effects of 
initial disease intensity.

For polycyclic diseases with high 
r*, it is more important to reduce 
r* than to reduce y0
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Go back to the earlier example (time to y=0.95)
Recall, reducing rL in half (0.4 to 0.2) "saved" 18.8 days

 18.9 (with rL = 0.4) versus 37.7 (with rL =0.2): difference = 18.8 days
How much do you have to reduce y0 so that y=0.95 on day 37.7 (with rL = 0.4)?
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Temporal analysis of epidemics:
               Partial synopsis

 Models are used to characterize the dynamic process of epidemics
○ We are using continuous-time, deterministic models for dy/dt (and 

hence y)
○ Stochasticity (+ ε) is considered only in model fitting (for now)

 Three models are especially important:
○ Exponential: dy/dt = rEy           if y < 0.05 (or < 0.10)
○ Logistic: dy/dt = rLy(1-y)
○ Monomolecular: dy/dt = rM(1-y)

 Models:
○ dy/dt = r*f(y)f(1-y) ---->
○ y = f(t; y0,r*) ----> 
○ y* = y0* + r*t  or  y*(t2) =  y*(t1) + r*(t2-t1) 

 Models, and modeling results, can be used for many purposes
○ e.g., Prediction, evaluation of controls, comparisons

 Linear or nonlinear least squares are most commonly used for model 
fitting, but there are many other approaches… example:
□ Kleczkowski & Gilligan (2007). J. Royal Society Interface 4: 865-877

 Now: epidemic comparisons (after re-visiting monocyclic 
disease control)
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Notes
 Many manipulations can be performed using the models for 

polycyclic diseases
○ At low y, exponential and logistic are very close
○ Much easier to use exponential
○ Be careful to always use the right transformation
○

 Monocyclic epidemics: the situation is different!
○ Recall: rM is the product, x'φ
○ Product of inoculum 'level' (x' ) and 'efficiency' (φ)

 Changing x' (through some type of sanitation) reduces the slope
of the y*:t line (rM) and not just the intercept (not just y0* -- the 
instantaneous value of y* at t=0)
○ For monocyclic diseases, the intercept can even be 0 !

 The new infections do not 'build' on the old ones.
○ Thus, it makes less sense to determine time from y0S to y0

○ Controls affect both slope and intercept (if nonzero).
 For monocyclic diseases: all controls involve 

reducing primary infections!
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 Reduction of x' or φ produces identical results in 
terms of the epidemic

 Example, reduce x' down to x'/10, with y0=0
○ Thus, the Sanitation Ratio (SR) is 10
○ This is the same as a 90% reduction in x':

%reduction = 100[1-(1/SR)]

○ New rM = rM/SR = rM/10
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 Reduction of x' or φ produces identical results in 
terms of the epidemic

 Example, reduce x' down to x'/10, with y0=0
○ Thus, the Sanitation Ratio (SR) is 10
○ This is the same as a 90% reduction in x'

 %reduction = 100[1-(1/SR)]
○ New rM = rM/SR = rM/10
○ Start with rM = 0.05/day; y at t=60, y(60):
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Notes (for monocyclic only):
 The ratio of y*(60) before and after control is the 

same as SR! (10 in example)
○ The ratio of y(60) is not the same as SR.
○ Reason: As with all epidemics, depletion of 

disease-free individuals to infect.
 Because of above considerations, one can 

"eliminate" time from the calculations
○ Example, assume you know y without 

control for any particular time
 Then, determine y* = ln[1/(1-y)].
 Then, divide this y* by SR
 This is the new y* with control
□ Can convert back to y

 Same result here as with t=60
 Sanitation is most efficient when y is not high 

before the sanitation
 Efficiency of control is based on ratio of x' (or of 
φ) before and after sanitation, since this is 
translated into disease

Monomolecular model
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Controls (partial synopsis)
1. Monocyclic diseases are controlled by reducing 

inoculum or efficiency (efficacy) of inoculum
2. For polycyclic diseases, efficient control depends on 

initial disease (y0 or y0*) and r* (e.g., rE, rL, …)
a. At low r*, reducing y0 (through inoculum reduction or 

reduction in efficiency) is beneficial
b. At high r*, reducing y0 is not effective, unless SR is 

extremely large.
c. One must keep r* at a relatively low value to obtain 

effective control, unless time period is very short
d. Reducing r* is more effective than reducing y0, unless 

y0 is extremely high without control, or r* is already low.
3. How difficult is it to reduce r* with polycyclic diseases?

a. Could be determined from experiments
b. Can be mechanistically addressed (later)
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Comparing epidemics:
 Done through their disease progress curves
 Estimates of model parameters are essential for 

comparisons (back to model fitting)
○ Recall: the multi-dimensional epidemic is represented 

by just a few parameters
 Comparisons must be usually preceded by model fitting

(= parameter estimation)
○ With a pair of points, simple functions of the difference in 

y* values, and time differences, are sufficient to obtain an 
estimate of rate. 

○ Can extend to all pairs of points in an epidemic (with 
averaging of r* values for overall rate)

○ This does not give estimate of y0 (or y0*) or show which 
model is most appropriate.

 With y values at multiple points in time, regression 
analysis (linear or nonlinear) generally is performed

 Frequentist or Bayesian methods can be used.
 Formal methods (often based on residuals) for selecting 

model, and satisfying assumptions
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Comparing epidemics 
 Recall, one can often 'see' the 

differences, and conceptualize 
the parameters of interest, on a 
transformed scale (i.e., using 
the y* values)

○ However, ultimately, y
values are of interest.

 As discussed in great detail in 
Chapter 4, there are several 
ways of comparing disease 
progress curves, mostly through 
the estimated parameters.

○ Consider t-test first
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Comparing epidemics 
 Choose an appropriate model 

(as done with a single 
epidemic)
○ Generally best (when 

possible) to use the same 
model for all epidemics

 Estimate parameters
○ Get standard errors, s(•)
 Other symbols are 

possible

 Convenient to label epidemics 
with: 1, 2, … subscripts
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Statistical hypothesis testing
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Reject H0 in favor of Ha when t statistic is 
LARGE
○ Critical t is based on degrees of freedom (df), 

and specified significance level (P)
○ df= (number of data points for epidemic 1) + 

(number of data points for epidemic 2) - 4
 The "4" is because four parameters were 

estimated (in this situation)
○ For large df, and P=0.05 (5%), critical t ≈ 2
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The confidence interval does not include zero here
Thus, the slopes are significantly different from each other.

Can do the same procedure with y0* (intercept)
Base this directly on the intercept (-6 vs. -4), because 
statistics are for y0*, not for y0

(backtransform if interested in y0)

t= 2.4 with df = 6
(critical t value 
from table)
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Intercept = -2.04
Intercept = -3.37

Assignment, with a 
transformation you will not be 
using:

t    y(CMS) y(WMV-2)
0    0.01   
7    0.05   
12  0.17   0.01
19  0.36   0.03
26  0.71   0.09
33  0.86   0.28
40  0.93   0.33
46  0.95   0.59

Slope = 0.13/day
Slope = 0.10/day
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Comparison of epidemics, continued

 Above procedure (t test or confidence interval of the 
difference) becomes quite tedious if many epidemics

 With more than a few epidemics, more efficient to use 
covariance analysis ("analysis of covariance")
○ See Chapter 4 (not responsible for this on tests)

 With more formal experimental designs (blocks, and other 
controlled factors), one can extend the simple covariance 
analysis with so-called linear mixed models (see chapter 4 
for details, if interested [not required]), or generalized linear 
mixed models (see APS workshop this summer)

 Work is often based on use of ordinary linear least squares, 
weighted least squares, or maximum likelihood, all with an 
assumed normal distribution, but there are other valuable 
approaches
○ Nonlinear model fitting methods
○ Different distributions (linear or nonlinear)
○ Bayesian statistical methods

 see: Kleczkowski & Gilligan (2007). J. Royal Society Interface
4: 865-877

               

We are not covering these 
topics, but you should know 
there are more advanced 
alternatives to the simple 
pairwise comparisons
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 Sometimes, it is impractical to fit a simple model to the disease 
progress curve
○ Not enough data points, or no tested model seems 

appropriate, or too many different appropriate models
○ There are useful alternatives!
○ Most popular: 

 Area Under the Disease Progress Curve (AUDPC)
 In many disciplines where data are collected over time, it is 

popular to determine area under the curve (AUC).
 Provides an overall summary of a disease progress curve
 Can be determined for each epidemic and compared (if there 

are replications)
○ e.g., ANOVA or mixed-model analysis (AUDPC is the 

response variable)

Alternatives
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Area Under the Disease Progress 
Curve (AUDPC)

 Determine area by:
○ dividing curve into rectangles (or 

trapezoids), calculating the area of each 
rectangle, and adding these up
 area = length x width

□ Width = difference in successive times
□ Length = mid-point of y for successive 

times (a trapezoid)
 AUDPC directly proportional to r* and to y0

○ As either rate increases or initial disease
increases, so does AUDPC

○ Exact formulas to relate AUDPC to the 
population-dynamic parameters (see chapter 
4)

 Accuracy of the direct sum of areas 
depends on the number of times and 
difference between times
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Area Under the Disease 
Progress Curve (AUDPC)
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Area Under the Disease Progress Curve (AUDPC)

Recall:
○ We start an epidemic description with dy/dt
○ Integration of this equation from 0 to t gives y as a 

(nonlinear) function of t
○ One can then integrate y from 0 to the last time 

of the epidemic (tfinal)
 This integration is equivalent to AUDPC.
 That is, for a known epidemic model, one can 

calculate AUDPC from the model parameters, 
final disease intensity, and the time duration of 
the epidemic!
□ See equations 4.44, 4.45a, and 4.45b for 

logistic and monomolecular cases.
○ Accuracy of the sum-of-rectangles approach increases 

with increasing number of assessment times and 
decreasing 'distances' between times
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Area Under the Disease Progress Curve (AUDPC), 
continued

○ AUDPC is directly affected by the total duration of the observed 
epidemic
○ All other things being equal, more disease assessment times 

will give higher AUDPC
 This can severely affect comparisons of epidemics

○ For comparisons, calculate the standardized (scaled) 
AUDPC*

 The standardized metric corrects (at least partially)
for differences in the duration of the observed epidemic

 Calculate AUDPC in the usual way, and then simply divide 
by the total duration of observed values
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Area under the disease progress 
curve (AUDPC) -- comments

 Note that each y observation is used twice, 
except for the first and last observation

 Simko and Piepho (Phytopathology 2012) 
proposed an alternative metric they called:
○ Area under the disease progress curve 

stairs (AUDPCS)
○ New metric gives equal weight to all y

values
○ AUDPCS gives good power for separating 

treatments
 Advantage of AUDPCS is primarily for small 

number of assessment times
 Moreover, only the regular AUDPC is an 

estimate of the true area under the 
continuous disease progress curve
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Reading:

Section 4.7.2.6 (pages 106-109)

Section 4.10 (pages 115-116)

For background on AUDPC and disease control: 
Jeger (2004). Annu. Rev. Phytopathol. 42: 
61-82.
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